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Satanism and Occultism preached in modern Hip-Hop star
singers and hip hop culture - revealed

Author : admin

  

"Above is a quote from the Satanic Bible which is a formula for success preached by all modern music
stars today"

During my younghood, I've been listening to a lot of metal spending many nights in a discoteques. Being
seriously addicted to metal music and hanging around a lot with metal companies. Back in the days I
remember closely, even though I have realized there is something wrong with Metal. I always had a
natural hate for (hip-hop) rap music, which in my view back there was a hypocrite music. 

  Don't get me wrong I know many people who are fans of a rap music and they seem to be a very
good people the only problem is the rap industry as we know it is not preaching a good and
generally tends to be hypocritic. 

  Many years passed since then, many things happened in my life, one of which was my convertion
by the Lord Jesus Christ grace to Christianity. It was just about many years of wandering for me
until I found the faith of my fathers which the Orthodox Christianity. Which I later realized was
the only complete and true apostolic Christianity existent as of today. 

  As a person, who is constantly striving for the truth (Thanks and Glory be to God for making me
like this). I've started researching, the different philosophical and music genres movements in
deepness, since then and it was quite shocking and almost in disbelief, I've found most of the
youngsters mind preference ruling pop and  hip-hop culture has a very strong connection with
occultism and satanism. This connection between modern hip-hop music and satanism is not always
clearly manifested but obfuscated in mixing some good preaching lyrics with bad preaching lyrics. 
The authors of the music and lyrics are just sharing their ideology, which is neither inclining for
good nor for evil but a mixture of. 

  By God's grace just recently, I've found analysis in youtube which is showing more than clearly that one
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of the hip-hop idols as they're called in the mass-media are just poor deceived people who preach the
satanic philoslophy to the masses. Just to mention few of these notorious hip-hop musicians, who sold
their souls to the devil: 

  Jay-Z, Eminem, 50 Cent, DMX, Lyl Wayne, Chris brown, Keri, 2PAC and probably many, many
more of the top stars who used to be taken for life examples by multitude of youngsters, who never been
tought properly by their family to believe in Jesus Christ to love God and stay away from evil people and
non-godly philosophies. 

  However it is not the parents fault that the children was not properly educated in the spirit of
Christianity, the alienation of family from Christianity and Christian ethics has happened slowly through
the last 200 years. The 2 World Wars, the crisis and the many calamities around the world. The
materialist people's philosophy preached, heavily communism, democracy and the fall of monarchies, all
this together played a role for breaking up the common people good faith in Jesus Christ and the
introduction of false Christs doctrines to people. 

  Some of the many false-christs (anti-christs - meaning instead of Christ) are many of today's biggest
stars we see on the TV and listen on the radio literally daily.
This fame this mortal people like me got not by chance and a hard work, though some of them might have
been a hard workers too. They got it by being raised with a non-Christian philosophy being exposed to a
non-Christian communities, being exposed to constant look for fame and money and desire for power and
finally being exposed to one false spirituality which satanism and occult movements offers. Many of this
people have already developed multiple personalities, as a consequence of the demon possession. Hence
many of this hip-hopsters are probably most of the time not themselves but are simply controlled by an
evil spirit, who is doing through them the works of satan and as a reward gives them fame using them as a
dumb instruments to spread an insane nowhere leading philosophical ideas and devilish lies.... Here are
the 2 videos who does a Christian criticism on the lyrics and videos shown to promote these so "talented"
hip-hop singers: 

    

   

  SATAN LIES PART 1 - BRINGING IN THE ANTI-CHRIST - DMX, ROBIN THICKE,
EMINEM, JAY Z, 

   

  SATAN LIES PART 3 - Bringing in the Anti-Christ - LIL WAYNE, 50 CENT, CHRIS BROWN,
KERI  

   

  Satanism in Hip Hop 1 
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  Satanism in Hip Hop 2 

   

  satanism in Hip Hop 3 

  Well obviously, this people are not singing to praise God and Christ and therefore they're with the
devil.I know this will probably look like a meaningless rant to a non-Christian minded people from other
religions as well as to atheists but this are the facts. Why would people who are not Christian as the
authors of this music preach an anti-Christian content?? If they don't believe in God or Satan and the
devil, why would they ever preach a no moral, no ethics, hatred evil and generally anti-Christianity?? One
would say "it is just because of money and fame and cause they want to be different", but even if this was
the case how comes they become so popular. Where this magnetism this God enemies possess from?
Who gives the money to the industry to make this people so famous and make them being on the TV
screen and Radios all around the clock. What are this people's philosophy for life and their beliefs. Let me
tell obviously, they're people like the up mentioned hip-hop singers, evil desirers, non lovers of good and
family and person destroyers .... 
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